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Limitations, drawbacks, and shortcomings of original articles should be mentioned in the Discussion section before the conclusion paragraph.

References: The editorial team requests that the authors cite related recently published articles (preferably within the last 10 years) in their manuscripts, with the exception of historical papers. If an ahead-of-print publication is cited, the digital object identifier (DOI) number should be provided. Authors are responsible for the accuracy of references. Journal titles should be abbreviated in accordance with the journal abbreviations in the Index Medicus/MEDLINE/PubMed. When there are six or fewer authors, all authors should be listed. If there are seven or more authors, the first three should be listed followed by “et al.” In the main text of the manuscript, references should be cited using superscript Arabic numerals. The reference styles for different types of publications are presented in the following examples.


REVISIONS
When submitting a revised version of a paper (include a clean copy and a highlighted copy), the author must submit a detailed response to the reviewers that replies to each issue raised by the reviewers and indicates where changes can be found (each reviewer’s comment, followed by the author’s reply and line number where changes have been made) as well as an annotated copy of the main document. Revised manuscripts must be submitted within 30 days from the date of the decision letter. If the revised version of the manuscript is not submitted within the allocated time, the revision option may be withdrawn. If the submitting author(s) believe that additional time is required, they should request this extension within the initial 30-day period.

Accepted manuscripts are copy edited for grammar, punctuation, format, and clarity. Manuscripts will be published online on the journal’s webpage as an ahead-of-print version during the completion of the publication process and included in the scheduled issue. A PDF proof of the manuscript will be sent to the corresponding author and publication approval is requested within 2 days of receipt.

PUBLICATION PROCESS
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Final publication: The final, corrected version will appear in an issue of the journal and will be added to the journal website. To ensure rapid publication, we ask authors to provide their publication approval during the proofreading process as quickly as possible, and return corrections within 48 hours of receiving the proof.

SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
Please use this list and the following explanations to prepare your manuscript and perform a final check before submission to ensure a timely review.

Formatting of text
• Format your document as A4 paper, use double line spacing, Times font size 12, and do not justify the right margin;
• Main headings and subheadings should be in 12-point and bold font;
• Type a single space at the end of each sentence;
• Do not use bold face for emphasis within the text;
• Numbers one to ten are written out in words unless they are used as a unit of measurement, except in figures and tables;
• Use a single hard return to separate paragraphs. Do not use tabs or indents to start a paragraph;
• Do not use software options for hyphenation, headers, or footers;
• Use page numbering;
• Use line numbers; and
• Use US English.
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• Title page including:
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  • Running title;
  • All author names, affiliations, and ORCID ID numbers;
  • The author designated as the corresponding author with contact details
  ° Full postal address, phone number(s), and e-mail address;
  ° Acknowledgements;
  • Manuscripts that have been presented orally or as a poster must include the name of the event, the date, and the location;
  • Government or other financial support for the study; and
  • Word count
  ° Abstract word count
  ° Text word count.
• Main text of the manuscript must include (ensure written according to journal rules):
  • Article title,
  • Abstract,
  • Keywords,
  • Text with required subheadings,
  • References, and
  • Figures and tables.
• Numbered according to text citation
• Descriptive legends/titles and abbreviations
• Ensure all figure and table citations in the text match the files provided;
• Figures: submitted separately and appropriately labeled
• Tables: submitted separately and appropriately labeled
• Ensure that ALL of the following forms have been properly completed and submitted:
  • ICMJE Potential Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form (completed by all contributing authors),
  • Copyright Transfer Form, and
  • Author Contributions Form.
These forms are available for download at http://europeaneyeresearch.com

Further review
• Check the statistical analysis for full and accurate description;
• Use US English spell check and grammar check software functions;
• Check that all references cited in the text are correctly listed in the reference list;
• Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources (including the Internet);
• All abbreviations have been identified; and
• Compliance with all of the journal policies detailed in this guide.
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